Differences in gene expression patterns between somatic cell nuclear transfer embryos constructed with either rabbit granulosa cells or their derivatives.
Successful production of offspring by somatic cell nuclear transfer (SCNT) is affected by the nature of the donor cells used. The purpose of this study was to determine whether characteristic changes induced in donor cells by culture conditions influenced gene expression patterns in the resultant SCNT embryos. Rabbit granulosa cells (rGC) were cultured under different conditions, either with or without hCG, and the two derivative cell types obtained (named respectively cGC+ and cGC-) were used as donor cells for SCNT. There were characteristic differences between fresh rGC and the two derivative cell types: p450scc expression and progesterone secretion were both higher in cGC+ than in cGC-; expression of bmp4 and fgfr2 was decreased in cGC+ and cGC- compared with rGC; and cGC+ and cGC- cell types gained collagenIV expression. Use of fresh rGC, or cGC+ and cGC- derivative cells, did not alter either the developmental potencies of SCNT oocytes or cell numbers at the blastocyst stage. The expression patterns of four genes (bmp4, fgfr2, gata4, oct3/4) in SCNT embryos and in fertilized embryos were analyzed by quantitative RT-PCR. We found that oct3/4 was expressed in all embryos. The expression patterns of the other three genes showed considerable variation between the different types of embryo: bmp4 was found in most fertilized embryos but only some of rGC and none of cGC+ and cGC- derived SCNT embryos; fgfr2 was present in fertilized embryos but was present in some rGC and cGC- NT embryos and in all cGC+ NT embryos; gata4 was not expressed in fertilized embryos but was present in a few rGC and cGC+ NT embryos and in most cGC- NT embryos. Our results suggest that the gene expression patterns in SCNT embryos derived from granulosa donor cells are affected by characteristic changes to the cells during in vitro culture.